Fix Her Up
by Tessa Bailey
F Bailey
Romance. When his best friend’s sister, Georgie, proposes a wild scheme to pretend to date to shock her family and help him land a new job, Travis Ford agrees and soon finds himself wanting to make their fake relationship real.

Someone to Remember
by Mary Balogh
F Balogh
Romance. A noblewoman who has established a solitary life caring for her aging countess mother resists the renewed courtship of a viscount she once loved decades earlier.

When a Duchess Says I Do
by Grace Burrowes
F Burrowes
Romance. On the run from her enemies, widowed duchess Matilda Wakefield finds safety in the arms of Duncan Wentworth, a man who comes to her rescue but whom she refuses to place in danger as she tries to stay ahead of her pursuers.

Things You Save in a Fire
by Katherine Center
F Center
Romance. When a family emergency compels her move from Texas to Boston, a skilled firefighter becomes the only woman in her new firehouse and navigates discrimination, low funding and her private edicts about falling in love with another firefighter.

A Hope Divided
by Alyssa Cole
F Cole
Romance. The Civil War has turned neighbor against neighbor—but for scientist-spy and free black woman Marlie Lynch and the Union soldier she helps to hide, war could bind them together when they must go on the run using the Underground Railroad to escape an enemy.

The Wallflower Wager
by Tessa Dare
F Dare
Romance. Giving an ultimatum to an attractive neighbor and animal rescuer, a vengeful man who clawed his way from the slums into high society, struggles to find homes for the woman’s numerous pets.

Pride, Prejudice, and Other Flavors
by Sonali Dev
F Dev
Romance. A neurosurgeon from a politically ambitious immigrant family clashes with a talented dessert chef who would prove he is more than his pedigree.

The Girl He Used to Know
by Tracey Garvis Graves
F Graves
Romance. A tumultuous but tender love affair between a socially awkward chess club member and a courageous, quirky girl is shattered by an unforeseen tragedy that forces them to separate until they reunite a decade later.

Ayesha At Last
by Uzma Jalaluddin
F Jalaluddin
Romance. Ayesha’s dreams were set aside for a teaching job so she can pay off her debts to her wealthy uncle. Though Ayesha is lonely, she doesn’t want an arranged marriage. Then she meets Khalid, who is just as smart and handsome as he is conservative and judgmental.

Unmarriageable
by Soniah Kamal
F Kamal
Romance. This modern Pride and Prejudice adaptation, set in Pakistan, finds a teacher evaluating her resolve never to marry after encountering a brusque but compelling man during a series of lavish wedding parties.